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Abstract

Personal PA Time series data analysis research
based on wearable sensor of lung cancer patients
These days, there have been many wearable devices to detect physical
activity and record all life log. Life log and physical activity data is existed for
the improvement of the quality of people’s life. Running, sleeping, walking,
vigorous time, sedentary time and so on are gathered using various sensors and
device. 24 hour and 1 week time series data are growing big data. The objective
of this study is to analyze person physical activity time series data pattern by
using wearable device. I compared the ability of three algorithms from visual
recognition and physical activity time series data. The predicted result part is a
composite dimension and it is possible to interpret the human error and the data
composed of genuine data as one activity data dimension in the activity amount
dimension. The proposed algorithm to recognize the difference of physical
activity in the fitbit daily step data in every 15 minutes will evaluate to manage
the health life. To gather the daily data, R studio and fitbit web API was main
collecting tool. Participants were lung cancer patient and no complications and
gave researcher agreement about participating in lung cancer physical activity
managing research. Physical activity data of participants were collected and
analyzed in 3 time test degree that were time before the operation and 1 month
after the operation and 6 months after operation. Several test degrees, before

iii

the operation (pre op) and 1 month after operation(op1m) and 6 months after
operation(op6m), were recorded by physical activity tracking device during the
7 days. The participants were tested for three times at Samsung medical cancer
center to receive the medical treatment and share the private health condition
with the doctor. Finally, I demonstrated how the personal activity big data based
multi dimension analytics such as x-axis day and y-axis 24h and z-axis test
degree. Operating lung surgery aligned with behavior change about high level
physical activity amount and bout minutes.

Keywords:

Data Mining, Wearable Device, Lung Cancer, Time Series data,

Physical Activity Monitoring

iv

Ⅰ. Introduction

With the wearable device of the healthcare lifelog system, sensing and
recording has become indispensable in our health life. Data was collected by
fitbit in form of time series data, where samples of data relates to a timestamp.
This physical activity data-based time series data is only valuable, but
convoluted big data when recording patient’s Physical activity(PA) to record
and manage their lives to improve health conditions. Patterning lifelog of lung
patients can be managing tool to make progress toward a personal fitness goal.
Nowadays, many customers worn the wearable device such as fitbit, mi band,
galaxy gear fit 2 and so on to track their own PA style, in order to make the
goal, such as increasing cardiovascular strength, perfect body shape, to the
competition with their friend or achieves badge to prove the diligent person. PA
is estimated by only total step. If people get high step amount, he wins every
competition with an acquaintance.
Many studies of healthcare services with wearable sensor or various sensors
in facility to monitor have a problem in analyze of their patterns in the person’s
complicated lifelog data, the analysis of those complex patterns, solution about
their intervention for improving health life patterns. Unlike traditional personal
health medical examination service, the healthcare lifelogs has big data that
consists of time related in PA and cannot approach by using traditional methods.
Considering the need, many studies of technology related to extension
management of healthcare lifelogs are also based on machine learning, ontology
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or mobile learning methods [1,2].

Especially, the health pattern research

requires a semantic analysis method for semantic information extraction and
inference using smart device [3,4]. To detect the objective of the change-point
used the statistical change-point detection algorithm based on parametric
divergent estimation between PA time-series samples from two retrospective
segments [5]. The studies of Three case elderly residents show changes in
cognitive and physical and psychological health how to use activity density maps
and dissimilarity measure to track the general activity level and patterns over
time of daily [6]. PA health data from wearable device can be used for chronic
disease managing [7,8], as personal indicator of health lifelog [9], disease
prevention [10], and rehabilitating the health problem system [11].
In this paper, I propose the source tool of intelligent healthcare service with
data mining, health life ontology analysis based on wearable device. This paper
was consisted of five sections. The first section is related works section about
wearable device, health life log and managing lung cancer patients’ health
situations. The second section is Methods how to gather the participant and
what progress study the lung cancer patients. The third section is a health
lifelog analysis section about collecting various PA time series data, data
preprocessing and analytic model to figure out PA data of the pattern. The
experiment and evaluation section results from using the proposed model.
Finally, this study concludes and suggests future study and limitation about PA
data gathering in conclusion section and future work section.

Ⅱ. Related works
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1. Wearable Device
With the wearable device of the healthcare lifelog system, sensing and
recording has become indispensable in our health life. Data was collected by
There are various Wearable devices to enhance people’s health and PA habits
Wearable device can classify according to object and wearable position on a
body part. Table 1 describes the kinds of wearable devices on a body part and
objective of wearable devices.
Body type

Wearable devices

Object

Wearable devices

Head

82

Entertainment

50

Neck

14

Fitness

206

Chest

21

Gaming

28

Arm

12

Industrial

40

Torso

27

Lifestyle

263

Waist

10

Medical

78

Legs

12

Pets Animals

8

Feet

12

Note: some devices fall into more than one category

Table 1 The wearable devices database facts

Most wearable technology has an accelerometer among 222 out of the
454 devices in vandorico’s database. Second famous technology is vibrator with
77devices and 10 devices with a pressure sensor. Price is the key components
of wearable devices and there are static data about price by market and by body
location. Fig 1 and Fig 2 will show the average price of the wearable device by
market or by body location. These data only based on vandrico database [12].
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$1,697

$676
$455

$417

$269

$236

$171

Figure 1 Average price by market
Ear, $138 Ankle, $128 Chest, $95
Fingers, $146
Eyes, $95
Hand, $150
Neck, $158
Arm, $164
Eye, $2,095
Waist, $180
Wrist, $184
Pelvis, $199
Body(anywhere),
$200
Feet, $247
Body, $250
Shoulders,
$284 $299
Thighs,
Torso, $368

Legs, $846
Head, $662

Figure 2 average price by body location

Wearable device can provide tracking service for health life and wireless
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such as fitbit that can track the step, calorie, sleep time or quality and vigorous
or sedentary time and galaxy gear fit 2 measuring heart rate.

2. Health life log
Definition of the lifelog can be explained. A lifelog refers to the usage of tool
to gather and document a lot amounts of a person’s life. It is useful to broadcast
it to an audience or customer. Recording Lifelog is possible made by these
technologies, including Wifi and Gigabyte web speed and other equipment to
track any behavior, including health behavior, wearable device, streaming,
service video and big data, and data storage media that can handle large amounts
of digital information anywhere. Recording Lifelog is also known as lifecasting.
Also, I can show the differences side by Techopedia. The applications of
recording lifelog are diverse classification and category. Individual person who
oversee to display their own private lives through continual tracking service
could be categorized as lifeloggers. This was trend that Others may wear an
accelerometer that record some kinds of physical activity data or GPS data and
other information to log time when they live in real time. The productive usage
of social media and social network service could possibly be called making
lifelog, since these various tools serve to log and change the user’s location
state, purchase behavior, activities logs and even their feelings in real time. It
is the very popular good example of lifelog that Jennifer Ringley have operated
by using JenniCam site throughout parts of the 1990s, when time was displayed
it on the Internet and recorded the woman's whole time of period. These days,
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as many people know Facebook, Twitter, Foursquare and other social media
applications have the same purpose of these thing and constitutes this main key
type of physical activity, even if there are more dedicated people who enjoy and
record lifelog using more upgraded technologies by mapping own activities in
real time, much more thoroughly.
A Health life log refers to the main key of technology to collect and build
amounts of a personal big data and share their experience with the medical team.
Building lifelog database is made by a novel kind of technologies, including
accelerometers, pressure sensor, walking distance tracking, GPS, Heartbeat,
the ubiquity of big data storage handling possibly large amounts of digital
information [13]. A health life log can be a useful asset to support healthcare
service for telemedicine and preventive medicine, plus Wellness. These
programs of purpose become known to improve the quality of life (QOL)
constantly. Also, healthcare monitoring services can use by method for
measuring of body vitality such as heartbeat, respiration, blood pressure and so
on [14,15]. Many famous healthcare applications are well known having record
space some of information such as eating food list, the amount of water user
drinks or the amount of coffee user drinks and so on. There are two main parts
of health life log studies. The first thing with lifelog data research through
gathering all experience information in every personal life in detail, hour by hour.
Another study of health life log research behavior pattern analysis for human’s
motion recognition and behavior tracked by wearable sensors. This paper is
focused on the first thing about life log data. Questionnaire and wearing the fitbit
to patients can collect their health life log such as their physical activity type,
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sleep time, total steps, total consumed calorie, especially PA life log. This data
consists of a multi dimension such as x-axis day and y-axis 24h and z-axis
test degree. Therefore, we need only the studies of gathering PA life log, but
inventing an analysis tool for health life pattern based on big data analysis
technologies.

3. Physical Activity Guidelines Research for lung Cancer
Patients
This Research evaluated physical activity, symptoms, complications, and
quality of life before, during, and 1 month, 6 months, and 12 months after
surgery in patients who were diagnosed with primary non-small cell lung
cancer from 2015 to 2016 (as lung cancer). This paper only handles 6 months
after surgery because of the period. Patients Selected by three criteria in
Samsung medical cancer center, Seoul. First, patients were diagnosed as
primary non-small cell lung cancer and planned to undergo primary resection
and surgical resection. Second, Because of the characteristics of this study,
patients were met with no walking problem and ability to conduct normally in
their daily lives [ECOG PS (Eastern Cooperative Oncology Group Performance
Status) <2]. Third, patients agreed and apprehended consent informed the
research. There is four standard of exceptions. First, Patient has been
diagnosed with cancer within the last 5 years. Second, the patient has multiple
cancer. Also, patients who had recurrence of lung cancer and received prior
chemotherapy or radiotherapy was excepted.
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At the first visit, the full research process explained and consent was
obtained and the participant was measured by researcher to build baseline PA
assessments by using a questionnaire and body muscle & mass test (Inbody)
and pulmonary function test (PFT) and hem analysis and PA measuring tools
such as 6-minutes walking test (6MWT), 10M walk, grip strength, chair stand
(CS). At the second visit, participant that have been 1 month since lung
operation processed same procedure at the first time except biographical
information clause in the questionnaire. At the third visit, every procedure is
exactly same with the second visit. Participants returned with $10 for second
study participation. Every visit time, participant wore the fitbit flex during the
approximately 1 weeks before the visit time to track their PA pattern. In the
detail about the assessment tool, it was explained the method section. Based on
the collected data, this research presents the level of physical activity applicable
to the patients with lung cancer after surgery and conduct clinical preliminary
studies to ensure the possibility of application and safety in the clinical field. By
analyzing the feedback of the patients and the medical staff, the recommended
amount of physical activity after surgery will be revised and supplemented to
develop a customized physical activity guideline for patients after lung cancer
surgery after the completion of the preliminary study.
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Figure 3 Visit Time Table

Figure 4 CONSORT FLOW DIAGRAM

Ⅲ. Method
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1. Physical Activity standard
In this paper, Physical activity is actually defined as total steps and body
movement per time. Physical activity consists of total time of movement that
are classified by period of sedentary, vigorous, rest. About explain PA bouts, it
is composed of four dimensions [16].

1. Frequency: the amount of time of physical activity within time period,
such as a day and every 15 minutes from 0 to 24.
2. Duration: the length of Physical activity time an individual participant
3. Intensity: the physiologic effort associated with a specific type of
physical activity time.
4. Activity type: the kind of exercise acted for 15 minutes.

To be recognized as working out to improve their physical activity statement,
every individual has to meet their number of frequency, duration, intensity,
activity type in the standard that delete the error on a wearable device recorded
steps in every 15 minutes or case of people that didn’t wear the wearable device.
The step per every 15 minutes didn’t count more than 5 data or total step
200. The only Data Formal gratifying this standard used this Physical activity
analysis. With the wearable device of the healthcare lifelog system, sensing and
recording has become indispensable in our health life. Data was collected by
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2. Physical activity measurement
A. Body Mass Index

Participants measure height, weight, fat mass, muscle mass and so on. BMI
(kg/m2) was calculated by inbody machine. In previous studies, it showed that
self-reported and objectively measured BMI are quite correlated and BMI can
be used as a substitute measurement for over fat in large-scale studies [17].
Both BMI and fat mass percentage and muscle mass percentage were adjusted
as variable. Weight status was defined as being non-overweight (BMI ≤ 24.9
kg/m2) versus being overweight and obese (BMI ≥ 25.0 kg/m2) [18].

B. 6MWT

The 6MWT measures the distance patient can walk over a total of six
minutes on a hard, flat surface. Walking as quickly as you can and as far as
possible in six minutes along 15m track is the main goal of the test. During the
test, the researcher has a duty to encourage patients to walk at an own walking
pace and rest when they needed. 6MWT equipped with NellcorTm Portable
SpO2 patient Monitoring System, an instrument which allows a continuous
monitoring of heart rate and SpO2 during the test.

C. 10MWT
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The 10-meter walk test (10MWT) measures walking speed in meters per
second over a short period of time. 10MWT commonly used for patients, such
as older adults and neurological conditions [19]. Ambulate a minimum of 14
meters was required an individual to perform the 10MWT (or 10 meters or 20
meters depending on variation of the protocol used). Instruct the patient to walk
at a comfortable rate until he/she is 2 meters past the second tape line. Measure
the time when the patient crosses the 0m line and stop the timer when patients
crosses the 15m line. The 2 meters [20] distances before and after the course
serve to minimize the effect of acceleration and deceleration. Also, this paper
measured step to figure walking speed per 1 step out.

D. Other PA measurement
The purpose of the Hand Grip strength test is to measure forearm muscles
and the maximum isometric strength of the hand. The procedure followed that
patients hold DW-701 PAPS in the hand to be tested, with the elbow side of the
body and the arm at right angles. The handle of DW-701 PAPS is adjusted that
patients require. The basic position should rest on first metacarpal and while
the handle should rest on middle of four fingers. Another movement of body
part isn’t allowed. The researcher had to be encouraged that the patient should
give strongly a maximum effort. The 30-second Chair Stand Test performed to
test leg endurance and strength. This test was followed by 6 steps instructions.
Sit in the middle of the chair and place patients hand on the opposite shoulder
crossed. Patients have to keep their feet flat on the ground and their back
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straight and their arm against their chest. From this step, it was preparation
position. When the test began, patients rise to a full standing position and then
sit back down again and repeat this behavior for 30 seconds. Precaution of this
test is to exhibit to place their arm on the knee to wake up easily.

2. Gathering Physical activity data
The gathering system is based on fitbit web database. Data were collected
from March, 2016 to October, 2016 and managed and analyzed in R and excel.

3. Gray-Level Co-occurrence Matrix(GLCM)
A co-occurrence matrix or co-occurrence distribution is a matrix defined
over an image to be the dispersion of co-occurring pixel values such as
grayscale values, colors at a given offset. An image with 𝒑 different pixel
values will produce a 𝒑×𝒑 co-occurrence matrix, for the given offset. In the
co-occurrence matrix, the ( i, j )th value gives the number of times in the image
that the ith and jth pixel values occur in the relation given by the offset. For an
image with 𝒑 different pixel values, the 𝒑×𝒑 co-occurrence matrix C is
defined over an n × m image I, parameterized by an offset (∆𝑥, ∆𝑦), as:

𝑛

𝑚

𝐶∆𝑥,∆𝑦 (𝑖, 𝑗) = ∑ ∑ {
𝑥=1 𝑦=1

1, if I(𝑥, 𝑦) = 𝑖 and 𝐼(𝑥 + ∆𝑥, 𝑦 + ∆𝑦) = 𝑗
0, otherwise

the offsets (∆𝑥, ∆𝑦)has definition the relation of space for which this matrix
is calculated and I(𝑥, 𝑦) indicates the independent value at pixel (𝑥,y). Pair of
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matrices or any matrix can serve as tool to generate a CM, though their most
common application has been by extracting feature in images [21]. This method
was used for making active density map to categorized a number of people’s
behavior within their standard and generated the activity density map cooccurrence matrix(ADMCM) [22]. The x-axis was designate to the number of
days when patients had been worn the Flex and y-axis was refers to the 15
minutes of the day, because fitbit API gave PA data at intervals of only 15
minutes.

Figure 5 Example of Procedure Making GLCM

4. Physical Activity Density Map
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In the activity density map, various colors is applied for representing
different total stepper 15 minutes. For instance, the patient who is enjoying
pattern to do vigorous activity, behavior was a good example to test the activity
density map (ADM) in Fig 6. The horizon direction (x-axis) contained only five
days and the vertical direction (y-axis) contained 24hour that divided by the
interval of 15 minutes. The color map from white to dark blue was shown by
the PA density degree from 0 steps to over 400 steps. In Physical activity
density map (PADM), Fig 6 express patient’s life style for 5days. The reason
of period that is 5 days is flex could record the PA data from 7days to maximum
9 days. First day and final day was deleted while this data of the day was
contaminated by researcher who carry flex to wear for the patient or take the
device off to the patient. In clear sentence, the PA data without wearing the
device for all days was dropped and no matching the date between pre op and
op6m was dropped. Fig 6 has been recording for 7 days and data preprocessing
to run GLCM left only 5days data.
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Figure 6 Physical Activity Density Map

The color bar on the bottom of the figure shows the colors by Physical activity
degree range. Another Fig 7 example shows different and low physical activity
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density map.

Figure 7 Example of low amount of Physical activity

Fig 6 and fig 7 was different style and maybe needed different PA
requirement or experienced inopportune weather or circumstance to work out.
So, this PADM’s purpose was used for deciding variation at the multiple
dimension such as PA per interval of 15 minutes, days, test degree to change
their surgery or recovery sequence.

5. Euclidean distance
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In mathematics, the Euclidean distance or Euclidean metric is about
measuring the ordinary distance, referred straight-line, between one points and
another point in space of the Euclidean. According to metric space, the Euclidean
norm is called the associated norm that is a related function which assigns a
true length or size with each vector in a vector space. From the older literature
before the decade, the metric is referred as Pythagorean metric. It is way to
express L2 distance or L2 norm as a generalized term for the Euclidean norm.

n dimension
𝐝(𝐪, 𝐩) = √(𝒒𝟏 − 𝒑𝟏 )𝟐 + (𝒒𝟐 − 𝒑𝟐 )𝟐 + ⋯ + (𝒒𝒏 − 𝒑𝒏 )𝟐

𝒏

= √∑(𝒒𝒊 − 𝒑𝒊 )𝟐
𝒊=𝟏

6. The Weighted Normalized Euclidean distance
Varies as a function of the magnitudes of the observations. Basically, the
Raw Euclidean distance didn’t explain whether or not a sufficient size such as
small, large distance. The raw distance variation has vulnerable to convey exact
information about meaningful dissimilarity. So, the mean of the matter is that if
the maximum possible values was conformed for a Euclidean distance, it is an
easy way to get a lot rank dissimilarities, without ever knowing differential or
absolute ascendancy. To figure the solution out, raw Euclidean variation
distance has to be sensitive to the scaling about each variable factor.
S. V.(0,12 ) =

(𝑟𝑎𝑤 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒(𝑀,𝑆.𝐷.) − 𝑀)
𝑆. 𝐷.
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*S.V.=standardized value, M=mean, S.D.=standardized deviation

The Standardized scales can make comparing work between uncommuted raw
value, with respect to the mean and units of standard deviation. The
standardized normalized Euclidean distance with more than two J-dimensional
vectors can be expressed as material in route:
𝐽

𝑥𝑗 𝑦𝑗
𝑑𝑥,𝑦 = √∑( − )2
𝑠𝑗 𝑠𝑗
2

𝑗=1

To explain, the standard deviation of j-th variable is 𝑠𝑗 as an example. To sum
up can be rewritten in the following way expressed the inverse of the j-th
variance 𝑤𝑗 = 1⁄ 2 as weight:
𝑠𝑗
𝐽

2

𝑑𝑥,𝑦 = √∑
𝑗=1

1
2
(𝑥 − 𝑦𝑗 )
𝑠𝑗2 𝑗

𝐽

= √∑ 𝑤𝑗 (𝑥𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗 )

2

𝑗=1

Ⅳ. Health lifelog analysis

1. Feature Extraction from PA
Usually, in the different case of paper, all textual information that they want to
know or extract is contained in the set of CMs. All equations to define the
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relation with textural features in the research are showed in [23]and [24].
According to the PA density map properties, the PA features are chosen from

𝑓1 = ∑ ∑{𝑄 (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑑 )}2
𝑖

𝑗

Equation (1)
𝑁𝑔 𝑁𝑔

𝑁𝑔 −1

∑ ∑ 𝑄 (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑑 )

𝑓2 = ∑ 𝑛2
𝑛=0

𝑖=1 𝑗=1

{

|𝑖 − 𝑗| = 𝑛

}

Equation (2)

𝑓3 = ∑ ∑
𝑖

𝑗

1
𝑄 (𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑑 )
1 + (𝑖 − 𝑗 )2

Equation (3)

𝑓4 = − ∑ ∑ 𝑄(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑑 ) log(𝑄(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑑 ))
𝑖

𝑗

Equation (4)
To measure homogeneity is an equation (1) that featured the angular second
moment. Measurement tool about the amount of local variations is equation (2)
named the contrast feature. Equation (3) is about the inverse different moment
is possible to measure the homogeneity or achieve its largest variation when
the occurrence mostly are congregated beside the main diagonal. The disorder,
referred entropy was measured by the equation (4). All step information feature
per interval of 15 minutes can be measured in the density map using the cooccurrence matrix. In addition, the time when they start to sleep are also used
as features in the tool, recognizing dissimilarity or quality of sleep (QOS).
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2. Dissimilarity measurement from PA
The dissimilarity of two PA density maps is computed in spatial feature as
the activity differential from one map to another map. If calculated value was
the smaller, two PA density map gets similar feature. The weighted, normalized
Euclidean distance is used for measuring distance or short walks. Another study
tested five feature distance measurement (Euclidean, Cityblock, 3. Tanimato
coefficient, cosine, and weighted normalized Euclidean distance) and this shows
similar trends in computing dissimilarity.

1. Euclidean Distance(ED)
𝐝(𝐪, 𝐩) = √(𝒒𝟏 − 𝒑𝟏 )𝟐 + (𝒒𝟐 − 𝒑𝟐 )𝟐 + ⋯ + (𝒒𝒏 − 𝒑𝒏 )𝟐
2. City block distance(CBD)
𝒌

∑|𝒂𝒋 − 𝒃𝒋 |
𝒋=𝟏

3. Tanimato Coeffeicient(TC)
∑𝒌𝒋=𝟏 𝒂𝒋 ×𝒃𝒋
(∑𝒌𝒋=𝟏 𝒂𝟐𝒋 + ∑𝒌𝒋=𝟏 𝒃𝟐𝒋 − ∑𝒌𝒋=𝟏 𝒂𝒋 ×𝒃𝒋 )
4. Cosine Correlation(CC)
∑𝒌𝒋=𝟏 𝒂𝒋 ×𝒃𝒋
𝟐

𝟐

√∑𝒌𝒋=𝟏 𝒂𝟐𝒋 × √∑𝒌𝒋=𝟏 𝒃𝟐𝒋

The Weighted Normalized Euclidean Distance(WNED)
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2

𝐽
2

𝑑𝑥,𝑦 = √∑ 𝑤𝑗∗ (𝑥𝑗 − 𝑦𝑗 )
𝑗=1

*weight value attached individual dimension according to similarity. It is how the
weight of a value with high variable is low weight and the weight of a value with
low variable is high, which is opened to adjust another form about the researcher
of compensatory effect.

Ⅴ. Result and Evaluation

1. Result
Related Results from pre op to op6m are generated by 5 patients over time and
across multiple data mining tool patients to investigate the sensitivity and
confidence. First, PA density map selected and compared to use GLCM.
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Figure 8 5 patient's PADM by GLCM
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ID

METRIC

ED

L017

Operation Effect

5137.138

Recovery Flow
Operation Effect

L043

TC

CC

WNED

66638

0.241539

0.455117

258.1434

3364.985

42676

0.259224

0.413049

1027.056

4935.127

47602

0.058761

0.116435

218.1788

4086.46

35016

0.023304

0.045745

1099.616

7498.982

71604

0.100529

0.190716

267.5892

6231.84

56534

0.07113

0.133421

2285.467

Operation Effect

2254.092

17802

0.015927

0.032003

133.4241

Recovery Flow

1452.585

12528

0.433378

0.614692

773.3498

Operation Effect

4302.008

34211

0.035668

0.071003

184.9622

Recovery Flow

3967.145

32719

0.090984

0.170344

1239.049

Recovery Flow
Operation Effect

L058

Recovery Flow

L059
L059

CBD

Table 2 dissimilarity of PA state comparing on 2 situations for 3 value
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.023303866

L017

L043

L058
TC

L059
CC

Figure 9 Comparison of TC and TC for 5 patients
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Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

0.015926668

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

0

L059

There are two periods of x-axis variable that is operation effect and Recovery
Flow. A moment between pre op and op1m shows the effect of surgery how
effect of the PA ability or step. A moment between op1m and op6m shows the
recovery sequence of the patient’s PA. This dataset compared the two methods
that are cosine correlation ranges from +1, highest correlation, to -1, lowest
correlation Tanimoto Coefficient between pre op time and op1m time or between
op1m time and op6m time. To be used for dissimilarity about two value.

1. L017: operation effect data are highly differentiated and dissimilarity
score is more than average. L017 represents a change in the PA pattern.
Some difference of the TC and CC are showing that Recovery Flow is
more dissimilarity than operation effect in the TC. However, CC change
trend shows opposite situations with TC
2. L043: Operation effect and recovery flow are same trends of the
dissimilarity. Decreased dissimilarity from the pre operation effect
duration of recovery flow is shown in the Fig 9.
3. L058: There is no significant point in this patient and value of CC and TC
is under the average line. Nothing compares formal utility between TC
and CC.
4. L059: Extremely dissimilarity was showed in recovery flow. In Fig.8,
[2,2] PA density map is barely nothing to do PA for 5 days.
5. L059: Extremely dissimilarity was showed in recovery flow. In Fig.8,
[2,2] PA density map is barely nothing to do PA for 5 days.
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6. L059: Flow is uprising from operation effect to recovery flow. This is
different change of the incline line.
8000
7000
6000
5000
4000
3000
2000
1000

L017

L043

L058
ED

L059

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

0

L059

WNED

Figure 10 Comparing of The Sensitive between ED and WNED

The blue line of Fig. 10 shows the Euclidean distance of the dissimilarity at 3
test degree in the 480 dimensions. There are 4 patients that show a decreasing
level of PA dissimilarity and differential between operation effect and recovery
flow is similar. These lower differentials indicate that the general PA change
pattern is stabilized from getting worse health to recovery health. The average
of the operation effect is 4825.469 and Recovery flow is 3820.603 in the ED.
The weighted normalized Euclidean distance shows that there is not significant
value in the Fig 10, except the L058’s recovery flow that is bigger than
average of recovery flow (1284.907). However, the Fig.11 didn’t indicate
about the difference between op1m and op6m.
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Figure 11 L058 of Physical Activity Density map
80000
70000
60000
50000
40000
30000
20000
10000

L017

L043

L058

L059

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

Operation Effect

0

L059

CBD

Figure 12 City block distance for 5 patients

Fig. 12 was shown that the city block distance, referred to as Manhattan
distance, is greater than any value of a tool that I have used. Without normalized
sequence or standardized preprocessing, this measurement wouldn’t be closed
with 0 ground to know identical points and high point. The patients of the L017,
L058 has upper value against average of the operation value. Specially, L058
that experience the operation effect and recovery flow highly is significant
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change showing as compared with other patients in the city block distance.
Deviation as dissimilarity of the Operation effect of L058 has approximately
25000 above average and almost 20000 is higher than average. Otherwise,
Information of the L059 has a lower value as compared with other patients.
Differential between the L058 ‘s operation effect dissimilarity and L059’s
operation effect is almost 50000 and 35000 that is differential of recovery flow.

ID

Metric

L017

Base&Recovery

5285.99

68838 0.197056 0.402397

262.37

L043

Base&Recovery

4302.035

42336 0.163991 0.305199

205.738

L058

Base&Recovery

7244.133

70360 0.103025 0.201267 265.2546

L059

Base&Recovery

1995.776

19594 0.036703 0.070823 139.9786

L059

Base&Recovery

4028.837

36245 0.187342 0.315838 190.2525

ED

CBD

TC

CC

WNED

Table 3 Dissimilarity of PA state Recovery comparing between pre op and op6m
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Figure 13 Visualization of the Dissimilarity of PA state Recovery

To demonstrate the sensitivity of the 5 features and visualization, 5 tables are
presented, City Block Distance (CBD) and Cosine Correlation (CC), Tanimoto
Coefficient (TC), Euclidean Distance (ED), Weighted Normalized Euclidean
Distance (WNED). Collected data of L058 are identified a significant difference
with another value and every method to calculate the dissimilarity. Euclidean
Distance and the weighted normalized Euclidean Distance was similar pattern
with Five patients. In the right upper side table of the Fig. 13, there is an orange
block that is the result of the Cosine correlation. L059 closes with the bottom
line that express similarity from pre op to op6m.A.

2. Evaluation
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As a further test of the density map of dissimilarity measure, I also compare
representative

the

interval

of

the

15

minutes

as

480

dimensions

p, (𝑝1 , 𝑝2 , 𝑝3 , . . . 𝑝480 ) , q, (𝑞1 , 𝑞2 , 𝑞3 , . . . 𝑞480 ) . Fig. 14 shows the dissimilarity
comparison among the individual patients and situations. The L059 in operation
effect has a somewhat less change pattern of physical activity. The L059 in
recovery flow phase shows a quite different Physical activity pattern with
extremely dissimilarity in the puttering from other patients. From ontology
aspect, this patient has former behavior pattern to walk or act many steps to
move different space or place.
0.8000
0.6000

0.4334

0.4000
0.2000

0.0367

0.0159

0.0000
Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

Base&Recovery

L059
TC

CC

Figure 14 Dissimilarity of the L059's OE and RF and BR

It is evidence that L058 has a flat aspect in the dissimilarity comparison in
Fig. 15. The L058 in operation effect (OE) has a somewhat less change pattern
of physical activity. The L058’s recovery flow (RF) shows a quite smaller value.
As compared the L059, L058’s OE and RF and BR is bigger. Physical activity
patterns in the recovery flow is not good flow, but BR that is higher than OE.
Even if L058 steadily do recovery phase, BE canceled the truth of the recovery
phase. From ontology aspect, this patient has to give a PA guide to recovery
own life pattern.
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0.2500
0.2000
0.1500
0.1030

0.1005
0.1000

0.0711

0.0500
0.0000
Operation Effect

Recovery Flow

Base&Recovery

L058
TC

CC

Figure 15 Dissimilarity of the L058's OE and RF and BR

Ⅵ. Conclusion

In this paper, an approach to make a path in the physical activity management
using Hierarchical clustering is proposed to provide evaluation and dissimilarity
function for recovery from pre-surgery to 6 months after operation to use the
wearable device by recording Physical activity life log. Some research has a
growing body of evidence as to the effects of physical activity interventions for
cancer survivors on health outcomes [25]. For improving the easeful usage of
analyzing the multiple dimension with biomarker and wearable devices, a
preprocessing step which makes the standard that they truly wear this device
to recognize their recovery pattern in the whole process of lung cancer patient
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Physical activity management. Using the proposed methods, I could translate a
multiple dimension Physical activity path with high efficiency and accuracy, on
which I depend to make multiple dimension analysis using the cognitive
visualization and a distance measure. In difference to other researches on using
a wearable device to know the Physical activity level, it is possible way to preprocess raw data in advance, which is adjusted with simplified variable to figure
out the dissimilarity and recovery pattern. For proving availability of the
proposed measurement, these data need to contain the GPS and weather data
based GPS. To achieve lung patient Physical activity level recovery quantitative
guideline, there is various variable to delete uncontrolled circumstance and
conditions.
As an ongoing work, I will continue to research on individual habit,
including designing an integrated version of multi dimension distance
measurement techniques. Requires a mechanism that should be proactive, all
around and accurate. There are many algorithms that are used for finding the
various pattern such as machine learning, AI, neural network, including timeseries phase analysis, decision Tree, Retrospective change detection, and so on.
Following these methods, it can be an ambitious tool to solve the multiple
dimension in the fields of Physical activity, behavior prediction model, sleep
time isolation and recovery phase prediction. Furthermore, half square
Euclidean distance and hierarchical clustering theory, I can find a pattern for
post operation behavior-based fault Physical activity management.
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논문요약

폐암환자의 웨어러블을 이용한 개인 활동 시계열 데이터
분석 연구
성균관대학교
휴먼ICT융합학과
박기혁

최근, 신체 활동을 감지하고 모든 생활 로그를 기록하는 여러 웨어러블 장치가
도처에 있다. 생명 신체 활동 로그 데이터는 사람들의 삶의 질 향상을 위해
존재하지만 아직 그 용도와 분석법에는 제한적인 접근만이 존재하였다. 현재 걷는
시간, 활발한 시간, 앉아있는 시간을 측정하는 각종 센서와 장치가 융합되어 있는
기기로 데이터를 수집하고 있다. 24시간 그리고 1 주간 시계열 데이터는 빅
데이터라고 일컬으며, 날이 갈수록 그 양이 증가하고 있다. 이 연구의 목적은 신체
착용 장치를 사용하여 사용자 활동 시계열 데이터의 패턴을 분석하는 툴을
연구하는 것이다. 또한 시각화 알고리즘을 통해 다차원 유사성 알고리즘의 성능과
접근법에 대한 비교연구를 하였다. 예측한 결과 부분은 복합적인 차원으로 휴먼
에러와 진데이터들로 구성되어 있던 데이터를 휴먼 에러 또한 활동량 차원에서
하나의 활동량 데이터 차원으로 해석 가능성이다. 알고리즘은 건강 수명 관리를
평가하게 15 분 간격으로 하루 핏 비트 걸음 데이터의 신체 활동의 차이와
신체회복 수준을 인식한다. 일일 활동량 데이터를 R 스튜디오와 핏 비트 웹 API로
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수집하였다. 참가자들은 폐암 환자와 신체 활동 단계 측정 및 가이드 연구 참여에
대해 합의했으며, 참가자들의 신체 활동 데이터를 수집하기 위하여 운동능력
측정을 수술 전, 수술 후 1 개월, 수술 후 6 개월 총 3 번 진행하였다. 신체 활동
측정을 위해 핏빗은 수술 전 체력 및 수술 후 1개월 차, 수술 후 6 개월 차 시점
전 또는 후로 총 7 일 동안의 활동량을 기록하였다. 삼성 서울 병원 암 센터에서
세번의 시점을 테스트하였고 참가자의 개인 건강 상태를 설문지와 운동측정을 통해
수집 할 수 있었다. 마지막으로, 개인 활동 빅 데이터는 x 축에는 일, y 축에는 24
시간 및 z 축에는 차수를 한 다중 차원 분석툴을 기반으로 하는 분석 방법을
보여준다. 결론적으로 폐 수술이 주는 신체 활동 변화량과 활동 시간 분포 변화,
다차원의 시간당 행동 변화를 분석할 수 있게 되었다.
주제어: 데이터마이닝, 웨어러블 디바이스, 폐암, 시계열 데이터, 운동량 모니터링
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